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Abstract
Bend Propagating Actuation Utilizing a
Characteristic of Developable Surface of
Bistable Structure
Seung-Won Kim
Department of Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
The Graduate School
Seoul National University
Various creatures in nature can morph their body configuration smoothly and
continuously by using their compliant body structure. Such kind of locomotion is
called soft morphing, and its engineering definition is the function creates a
reversible large deformation utilizing soft materials according to functional needs
or operating environments. The soft morphing has a potential to enhance
adaptability of robots by adjusting their shape to operate with various objects in
unexpected working environments unlike conventional hard robots.
In this thesis, inspiring the bistable structure of flytrap leaf that generates an
energy efficient and rapid soft morphing locomotion, I develop two soft morphing
applications: the bioinspired flytrap robot and bistable morphing display platform.
To induce an actuation of effective shape transition of bistable structures in these
applications, the bend propagating actuation (BPA) is developed and investigated
for its characteristics.
To enhance the ROM of bistable structure for soft morphing, the curvature
tailoring technologies for composite and metallic bistable structure are developed.
i

The curvature of composite bistable structure can be adjustable by introducing
initial curvature using a curved tool-plate at a curing process. The curvature of a
metal bistable structure can be adjusted by changing curvature of roll bending in
plastic bending deformation.
For the bistable structure with large curvature, conventional actuation
methods have limitations to induce shape transition from one stable shape to the
other stable shape. On the other hand, the bend propagating actuation (BPA)
overcomes the limitation and successfully induces shape transition by utilizing
structural characteristic of a developable surface that has only zero Gaussian
curvature. The 3D shell deformation of BPA is nonlinear large deformation, and
there is no analytical modeling. The investigation of BPA is examined by a
parametric study comparing results from finite element method simulation and
experiment to verify the effect of geometric parameters on BPA.
Based on these two fundamental technologies, curvature tailoring and BPA,
the flytrap robot can morph from the open state to the close state with the morphing
range of 18 m-1 within 100 ms, and the bistable morphing display platform can fold
and unfold with its morphing range of 12.5 m-1 within 5 seconds. From these
results, we can verify that the curvature tailoring allows large morphing range of
bistable structure and BPA induces successful shape transition of bistable structure
with large curvature.

Keywords : Soft morphing, Bistable structure, Bend propagating actuation,
Curvature tailoring, Robot, Morphing display
Student Number : 2009-20668
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Chapter 1. Introduction
For last 60 years, the robotics has advanced to expand its application field beyond
industrial and manufacturing and into the area of field exploration, healthcare, and
human-robot cooperation as can be seen in Figure 1.1 [1]. Including the constraints
and manipulating target, working environments of these extended application fields
of robotics are mostly undefined and complex. For example, robots for search and
rescue are sending to a disaster scene, which is an unstructured environment such
as uneven terrains and irregular sized obstacles. In an operation of the medical
service, the handling objects are easily deformable by applied force or continuously
beating.

Figure 1.1 History of Robotics.
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However, conventional robots are hard to work in the undefined environment.
Since the first commercial industrial robot, Unimate, was developed in 1950s,
conventional robots have been made of rigid material based components such as
links, joints, bearings and motors; thus, conventional robots are called as hard
robots. Although these hard robots have tremendous power, high speed and
repeatable prescribed motion with great precision, they are apt to be highly
specialized in specifically well-defined environments due to the limited degree-offreedom (DOF) by finite numbers of rigid components, and range-of-motion (ROM)
by fixed sizes of rigid components with determined DOF.
To perform a task successfully in the undefined environment, robots have to
enhance adaptability. For this purpose, advanced robotic technologies have been
developed mainly three aspects: mechanism, sensing and control, and robot design
[2-4]. In the aspect of mechanism, there are representative technologies such as
serial elastic actuator, variable stiffness actuator, differential mechanism, underactuation mechanism, and compliant mechanism. In control and sensing, there are
impedance control, joint-torque control, motor-position based feedback, and SLAM.
For robot design, continuum robots and snake-like robots made of serially
connected segments are developed. These robotic technologies improve
adaptability of hard robots, but it is still insufficient to compare with that of in
nature.

2

1.1 Motivation
While hard robots are based on rigid mechanical components, creatures in nature,
which possess great adaptability to environment, are mainly composed of soft
components such as skin, organ, muscle and tendon even though they have rigid
components like skeleton and exoskeleton. These soft components are compliant
and highly deformable, thus a single structure based on soft components is possible
to generate distributed and large deformation with theoretically an infinite number
of DOF. Due to this, creatures can effectively conform and adapt to various
environments and objects. We can easily find many examples of animal locomotion
for adaptability. An octopus can squeeze its body size to pass through a narrow gap.
Elephant uses its trunk to grip even in any complicated shapes. Snake swallows its
prey of various sizes by using stretchable moth after releasing joints of jaw.
Furthermore, Mimosa pudica can fold its leaf rapidly when an external stimulus
applies, even though it does not have a muscle.
1.1.1 Soft Morphing
Looking at countless cases in nature, creatures mostly used deformation to change
their shapes by stretching and compressing, expanding and shrinking, and bending
and unbending of soft structure. Such kind of smooth and continuous deformations
to change a structural configuration is called 'Soft Morphing'. In terms of
engineering, the concept of the soft morphing can be defined that a function creates
a reversible large deformation utilizing soft materials according to functional needs
or operating environments. As we know the high adaptability by soft morphing in
nature, if we exploit soft materials and soft morphing structures into robotics and
applications, adaptability related to mobility, energy efficiency and functionality
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would be greatly enhanced. Furthermore, it can contribute to human friendly &
safety or novel aesthetic design [5, 6]. For example, incorporating morphing wing
into airplanes can increase lift-to-drag ratio and aerodynamic performance [7, 8].
Inspiring from nature, a trend of utilizing compliance of soft materials began to
arise, and this brings the advent of bio-inspiration, and soft robotics including
morphing structures.
1.1.2 Issues in Soft Robotics for Soft Morphing
Considering soft morphing in soft robotics, there are two important issues: creating
the desired morphing motion by effective and efficient actuation, and low energy
efficiency for maintaining deformed configurations by soft morphing. The rigid
components of hard robots are hardly deformable and their geometry is fixed. As a
result, the ROM is fully determined by rigid body kinematics, and it is directly
driven by explicit actuation agent, such as motors with sensors and controllers [9].
In contrast, due to infinite number of DOF and nonlinearity of soft materials, the
morphing motion of soft robots can be determined not only by the rigid body
kinematics, but also the continuum mechanics with numerical analysis [10].
Therefore, it is difficult for soft robot design to harness advantages such as
capability of creating dexterous motion, high adaptability to various environments
and multiple functionalities from a single structure.
With respect to energy efficiency, the soft morphing requires large energy to
generate not only a necessary deformation but also redundant deformation because
the soft structure is a continuum. In addition, supplying continuous energy into an
actuation system to maintain the deformed configuration is essential to the soft
morphing structure; this limits increasing energy efficiency of soft robots.

4

1.2 Biological Inspiration
In nature, there is an interesting creature that shows not only a dramatic soft
morphing motion using actuation without any muscle-like element, but also highenergy efficiency: an insectivorous plant, Venus flytrap (Dionaea muscipula). The
Venus flytrap catches agile insects by changing the shape of its soft leaf from open
to close within 0.1 second. Due to this interesting feature, researchers have
investigated the mechanism of the leaf motion [11-16], and developed artificial
flytraps that mimic the shape and motion of the flytrap [17-20]. The rapid
morphing motion of the leaf results from not a rotation of the leaf through use of a
hinge-like structure but a morphing by elastic instability or bistability, the structural
characteristic of the leaf [14, 21]. The flytrap leaf is a bistable structure that has
two stable states resulting from the asymmetric pre-strain field of the leaf. As a
result, it has two different configurations for each stable state: an almost flat shape
when the leaf is open state and a concave shape when the leaf is closed state. When
the flytrap changes the leaf shape from one stable shape to the other, the flytrap
controls only the turgor pressure to adjust the state of the leaf: the state is related to
the shape of the leaf. As the state passes through a critical state between two stable
states, a rapid shape transition occurs: this is called snap-through and is a common
feature of the bistable structure. Therefore, the actuation procedure of the flytrap is
divided into two parts: the triggering actuation by the turgor pressure as the explicit
actuation agent like a motor in hard robots, and the snap through actuation by the
bistability as an implicit actuation agent.
The actuation strategy of flytrap utilizing structural characteristic is very
similar to that of soft robotics. For soft robots, the actuation method using
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structural characteristics is exploited to control the infinite DOF of soft structure
effectively and efficiently. For example, the meshworm robot [22] uses the
constant-wire-length constraint of the mesh tube to control the size of the tube
diameter, which enables the creation of a back-and-forth linear motion, i.e.,
peristaltic locomotion: this is same with a McKibben actuator. Similarly, the elastofluidic system uses fiber reinforcement reducing infinite DOF of continuum
structure so that it can provide a highly controlled motion with highly distributed
strain [23, 24]. The soft robotic arm inspired by the octopus [25, 26] also uses the
characteristics of the mesh tube to generate dexterous motion. A pneumatic
network channel is embedded into the soft robot structure by soft lithography, and
the single pneumatic actuation through the channel creates various motions such as
bending/unbending [27-30], twisting [30], and elongation [29]. In these examples,
the structural characteristics act as a kinematic constraint, which reduces the
number of controlling DOF from infinite to a few and increasing the controllability
of motion; the detailed motion trajectory is determined passively. In addition, the
structural characteristics can also be regarded as the implicit actuation agent: the
movement by structural characteristics does not appear on the outside but
influences the generation of the motion. Therefore, the role of structurally
integrated actuation is related to the concept of ‘embodied intelligence’ and/or
‘physical intelligence,’ where the desired motion and function are realized through
a novel hardware design that gives the structure intelligent characteristics [31, 32].
Using the structurally integrated actuation into soft robotics, a soft robot could
have a simple and light actuation system, and it could generate a rapid soft
morphing motion effectively.
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Beside the structurally integrated actuation, the flytrap needs actuation
energy only for the triggering actuation-thanks to the bistability. As a result, the
flytrap uses vital energy efficiently and produces rapid motion that is hard to obtain
from muscle-less systems of Plantae. Focusing on this, for energy efficiency, if we
exploit the bistable structure to the soft morphing structure, its energy efficiency
would be improved.

1.3 Bistable Structure for Soft Morphing
The bistable structures are very useful to design a mechanism where minimizing
power consumption, repeatable rapid switching motion, and improving stability
with less feedback control are necessary [33]. Focusing on this, researchers have
developed various kinds of bistable mechanism for many application fields such as
industry, MEMS, aerospace engineering, etc. Recently, development of bistable
mechanisms for soft morphing applications growths increasingly [34]. In the next,
a brief summary of bistability and categorization of bistable mechanisms are
presented.
1.3.1 Bistability
According to the Lagrange-Dirichlet stability theorem, if the potential energy of
structure has a local minimum at an equilibrium position, then the position is stable
[35]. Thus, if there are two different equilibrium positions and they are stable, then
the structure is bistable. This can be illustrated using the ball-on-the hill analogy as
can be seen in Figure 1.2.
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Figure 1.2 Displacement to force and potential energy curves of a general structural
system. The position (i), (iii) and (iv) are equilibrium positions: (i) and (iv) are
stable while (iii) is unstable.

When no external forces are required to keep the position of potential energy,
the structure is at an equilibrium state such as a position (i), (iii) and (iv). If a small
disturbance makes the state of structure to move to a different position, then the
state at the equilibrium position (iii) is unstable. On the other hand, the equilibrium
position like (i) and (iv) is stable when the state returns its equilibrium position
even it receives an external perturbation. To move from one stable state to the other
stable state, the structure requires additional input energy to traverse the local
maximum potential hill, threshold energy (see the position (i) to (iii)). If the state
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reaches at the local maxima (see the position (iii)), then an additional forward
disturbance makes it fall into the local minima very quickly; this is snap-through.
For this discussion, a bistable structure has two local minima of its total potential
energy separated by an unstable potential hill. In physically, the bistable structure
has two stable configurations within its ROM, and when it changes its stable state
from one to the other, the one stable configuration continuously changes towards
the other stable configuration, and suddenly the deformed configuration jumps to
the second stable configuration via snap-through. In addition, the bistable structure
shows a non-monotonous stiffness-displacement characteristic, and its motion is
strongly coupled with the internal strain energy characteristics.
1.3.2 Categorization of Bistable Mechanism
The bistable structures are used in around us with various types and configurations,
and they can be roughly categorized in three cases according to the structural
aspect. At first, the ubiquitous bistable mechanism is a latch-lock mechanism. It is
usually made of discrete two rigid parts that one is a latch part and the other is a
blocking part. Strictly speaking, this is not a bistable structure in the sense of
potential energy because it relies on interference fits, clamps and friction, which
does not contain the inherent energy barrier of potential energy.
The second bistable mechanism is a hinged multi-segment bistable
mechanism. The examples of this mechanism are also easily found in real life:
toggle switch in the room, compliant gripper and binary robotic devices. This kind
of bistable mechanism uses compliant element either wholly or partially. The
bistability depends on boundary conditions between the rigid parts and complaint
parts. When the bistable structure changes its shapes from a stable state, the
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deformation of compliant parts generates elastic potential energy. As a result, total
potential energy state of the structure increases. If the structural boundary condition
allows releasing the stored potential energy, then the state of potential energy drops
down, and the shape of structure changes to the other stable shapes rapidly. In this
case, the structure has a potential energy barrier and two local minima, thus it is a
bistable structure. The hinged multi-segment bistable mechanism generally drives
2D reciprocating motion with zero friction or clearance.
The third type of bistable mechanism is a residual stressed bistable
mechanism. One of the representative residual stressed bistable structures is a snap
bracelet, which was a popular toy in the late 1980s and early 1990s, and it has two
stable shapes: straightened out or rolled up. The bistability of this bistable
mechanism results from residual stress by applying prestress to structures in
manufacturing process.
In general anisotropic plates, the elastic energy density u, in terms of the
strain ε, curvature κ, and the material properties, is given by [36]:
u=

1
2

+2

+

(1.1)

where the first and third terms are related to the stretching and bending energy
density, respectively, and the second term is associated with the coupling between
bending and stretching. Depending on the type of prestressed strain, either midplane strains or bending strains, and the level of object, either material level or
structural level, the prestressed bistable structure can be classified as four types
[37], and the classification is presented as can be seen in Figure 1.3.
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Especially, the residual bistable mechanism realized by prestressing on
materials generates 3D out-of-plane deformation. For this characteristic, it has a
potential for soft morphing applications, and many soft morphing prototypes using
residual stressed bistable structures have been developed [5, 6, 34].

Figure 1.3 Classification of prestressed bistable structures [37-41].
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1.4 Challenges
1.4.1 Adjusting Curvature of Residual Stressed Bistable Structures
The most common bistable structures used for soft morphing applications are
material based prestressed bistable structure made of composites, sheet metals or
thin polymer sheets: they have cylindrical shapes and are mainly deformed via
bending and unbending. If the ROM of these bistable structures for soft morphing
applications is defined as the deformation trajectory between two stable curved
shapes, then we should control the curvature of bistable structure to adjust the
ROM. Furthermore, considering applications, most morphing structures would
require a different curvature value for each state. Therefore, the curvature is an
important design factor of bistable structures. For example, for composite bistable
structures, they have symmetric geometry such as a circle or a square so that their
curvatures in both stable states have same value and opposite sign, and the
curvature is related to the material properties of the laminar, thickness, lay-up order
or ratio of the composite [42-45]. Changing material properties or lay-up sequence
for curvature tailoring could be at odds with other design requirements such as
structural stiffness or weight, and this limits the range of curvature. For cylindrical
bistable structures made of isometric metal sheet, the curvature depends on either
material properties or applied bending moment/curvature in the metal forming
process. However, it is difficult to modify the material properties, thus adjusting
curvature is completely achieved by metal forming process. For this reason, it is
necessary to develop a novel manufacturing method to adjusting curvature of
bistable structure.
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1.4.2 Actuation of Bistable Structure with Large Curvature
Previous investigations of morphing structures and smart structures using the
bistable structures introduced intuitive unbending actuation with various actuators
(see Figure 1.4). Dano et al [46], Schultz et al [47] and Hufenbach et al [48] used
an SMA wire actuator and macro fiber composites (MFC) actuator (which is a kind
of piezo ceramic actuator), respectively. Kim et al [49] used an SMA wire and
MFC actuator together for repeatable antagonistic actuation. The specifications of
bistable structures in previous researches are listed in Table 1.1.

Figure 1.4 Bistable structures with actuators inducing snap-through [46-49]
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Table 1.1 Specification of bistable structures in previous researches.
Curvature [mm-1]

Actuator

Reference

Size [mm]

[46]

292 x 292

0.0027

SMA

300 x 300

0.012

-

152 x 152

0.009

MFC

[48]

150 x 150

0.007

MFC

[49]

300 x 60

[47]

-

SMA & MFC

As shown in Figure 1.5(a) and (b), the common feature of these actuation
methods in previous researches is that the actuator is located on the curve, which is
the circumference of the structure. The actuator applies the force or moment to the
structure along the curve and unbends the curved structure until it becomes flat, as
shown in Figure 1.5(c), and the snap-through actuation occurs. We call such
actuation the common unbending actuation.

Figure 1.5 Actuator arrangements of common unbending actuation with (a) SMA
wire or SMA spring actuator and (b) MFC actuator. (c) Process of common
unbending actuation. The red circle in (c) indicates the actuation point. This figure
is from [19].
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Figure 1.6 Comparison of curvature of shell. The length of curve is 100 mm.

According to Table 1.1 and Figure 1.6, the curvature of bistable structures
including actuators is less than 0.01mm-1, which is small compared to its size. If the
curved structure has a large curvature over than 0.01 mm-1, common unbending
actuation using SMA wire, SMA spring and MFC actuators has several limitations
[50]. When using SMA wire and SMA spring, unbending is performed by tendondriven actuation (see Figure 1.5(a)). Such actuation generates a bending moment at
two actuation points connected to the SMA actuator. If the curvature of the
structure is small, the bending moment is sufficient to completely unbend the
structure. However, if the curvature is large, this actuation only unbends a local
part of the curve, and the rest of the curve remains unchanged as can be seen in
Figure 1.7(a). In addition, the actuation can create local buckling, and the structure
would be distorted. To avoid this problem, this unbending actuation requires a large
supporter as a moment arm, or many number of supporters. However, for a large
shell, the length of supporter increases exponentially as the curvature increases (see
Figure 1.8), and the supporters make the design of the structure complicated and
bulky as can be seen in Figure 1.7(b).
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Figure 1.7 Problem cases in common unbending actuation for bistable structure
with large curvature [50]. (a) Local buckling problem and (b) bulky actuation
arrangement.
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Figure 1.8 Curvature-length of moment arm relation. (a) Illustration of half side of
shell with a supporter. rm is the length of supporter as a moment arm. (b) Variation
of the length of supporter according to the change of curvature of shell with a half
side length of 75 mm. (c) The variation of length of moment arm according to the
curvature and half side length of shell.
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The MFC actuator is very thin, which is appropriate in terms of design, but
its bending deformation is very small. If we attach several MFC actuators on the
surface along the curved line of the structure, the bending deformation increases
slightly. However, attaching the actuator on the surface reduces the original
curvature of the structure because the bending stiffness of the attached MFC
actuator affects the bending stiffness of the whole structure (see Figure 1.9). As a
result, the common unbending actuation is inapplicable to the large curved shape of
the bistable. To overcome these limitations, we exploited the structural
characteristic of the bistable structure—i.e., the feature of a developable surface.
This characteristic allows creating the desired large unbending motion, even though
the direction of actuation is perpendicular to that of the motion.

Figure 1.9 Curvature reduction due to the stiffness of MFC.
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1.5 Thesis Objectives and Contribution
1.5.1 Objectives and Scope
The goal of this research is to develop fundamental technologies of soft morphing
for enhancing ROM and actuation of bistable structure with large curvature. To
achieve this purpose, specific objectives of this thesis are:
At first, the characteristics of bend propagating actuation (BPA) are
investigated in order to realize the advantage of structurally integrated actuation for
soft morphing structure. The deformation of bistable structure is based on bending
and twisting coupled nonlinear 3D deformation, thus it is hard to address in
analytical approach. Due to this problem, the characteristic of BPA is investigated
by experiment and finite element method (FEM) simulation approach about the
force-displacement profile of bistable structure. To verify the effect of geometry of
bistable structure on BPA, a parametric study is carried with controlling curvature,
size, and aspect ratio of bistable structure.
Secondly, the curvature tailoring is introduced to adjusting ROM of bistable
structure. For composite material, introducing initial curvature in fabrication
process is addressed by developing analytical constitutive equations. For sheet
metal, curvature tailoring by roll bending is investigated by analytical and
numerical approaches.
Lastly, to apply the developed technologies into the practical soft morphing
applications and verify the effectiveness, bio-inspired flytrap robot and bistable
morphing display platform are developed utilizing curvature tailoring and BPA.
In chapter 2, the concept of BPA and the characteristic of developable
surface are introduce to explain the progress of bend propagation. In chapter 3,
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bioinspired flytrap robot in introduced. To develop the flytrap robot, curvature
tailoring of composite bistable structure is analyzed and one case of actuation force
profile of BPA is investigated by comparing experiment and simulation results. In
chapter 4, bistable morphing display platform is introduced. As the base structure
of bistable morphing display structure, metal sheet is formed to bistable structure
by plastic roll bending process. To control and estimate the resultant curvature, the
simple plane stress model of elastic-plastic deformation is established. For the
various geometries of display applications, parametric study is conducted to
investigate the effect of geometry on the characteristics of BPA.
1.5.2 Contribution
The main accomplishments of this work are summarized below.
l

Presentation and investigation of an unique, simple and effective
triggering actuation for bistable structure with large curvature by bend
propagation utilizing the characteristic of developable surface;

l

Developing analysis and manufacturing technologies for curvature
tailoring of composite and metallic bistable structures;

l

Development of bio-inspired flytrap robot and bistable morphing display
platform.
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Chapter 2. Bend propagating actuation
2.1 Motivation
When we pick up the end of a slice of pizza, then is naturally droops because it is
thin and flexible; it is hard to bring the slice into the mouth directly. In this
situation, people know how the slice holds straightly. We just fold the slice into a U
shape. Similarly, when we pick up a sheet of paper to read an article holding on the
bottom edge by one hand, the paper bends downwards by its weight. However, if
we slightly fold the edge then the sheet does not bend so that we can read it
conveniently. These simple tricks in real life result from a mathematical rule about
curved surfaces, described in Theorema Egregium [51] wrote by the mathematician
Karl Friedrich Gauss.

2.2 Developable Surface
The curvature tensor at a point of the thin shell has two principal curvatures:
maximum and minimum curvatures. According to Gauss, the product of two
principal curvatures at the point is a Gaussian curvature of which sign can be used
to characterize the surface: positive implies that the surface is domelike, negative
implies that the surface is a saddle, and zero implies that the surface is flat or is
rolled (see Figure 2.1).
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Figure 2.1 Geometries with various Gaussian curvatures. From left to right, a
sphere with a surface of positive Gaussian curvature, a cylinder with a surface of
zero Gaussian curvature, and a hyperboloid with a surface of negative Gaussian
curvature. K denotes Gaussian curvature.

In definition, the surface of zero Gaussian curvature is a developable surface.
If a developable surface changes to a non-developable surface, the surface should
be stretchable or compressible in plane. If a surface of shell structure made from a
thin sheet of metal, stiff paper or composite, is hard to stretch or compress in plane,
the Gaussian curvature of the surface is zero. This means that the surface should
have at least one zero principal curvature. It allows only a rolled shape with a
single curvature axis or a flat shape—i.e., a developable surface. Based on this
principle, the maximum principal curvature for the curved line of pizza slice goes
to zero when minimum principal curvature goes to nonzero by simple bending
perpendicular to the curved line
.

2.3 Principle
The bend propagating actuation (BPA) exploits the nature of developable surface
that one principal curvature should be zero. Unlike the common unbending
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actuation, the BPA shows different deformation process although the initial and
final shapes of the bistable shell structure are same; paradoxically, the BPA uses
bending to induce the unbending motion.
Common unbending actuation applies the force along the curve, which
induced the unbending of the curved structure as described in subsection 1.4.2. In
contrast, the BPA applies the force or moment perpendicular to the curve, as shown
in Figure 2.2.

Figure 2.2 Process of bend-propagating actuation [19]. The red solid circle
represents an actuation point. M denotes the bending moment. At the moment
between (c) and (d) snap through action occurs. The red circle indicates the
actuation point.

As shown in Figure 2.2(a), the actuation points are located near the straight
edge (κxx=0).When the actuator applies a force or moment to the actuation points,
the straight edge starts to bend, and this bending propagates along the curve (κyy<0)
on the x-axis. Owing to the characteristic of the developable surface, which allows
only one zero principal curvature at any point on the surface, the two principal
curvatures at every point on the surface flip sign. The original straight line (κxx=0)
on the surface becomes a new curve (κxx>0), while the original curve (κyy<0)
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becomes a new straight line (κyy=0). This progresses until the original curve is
removed, and snap-through occurs. After snap-through, the new curve becomes the
circumference of a cylindrical shape in the other stable state, and the structure
changes its shape from one stable shape to the other. This actuation propagates the
bending deformation; thus, we call this novel unbending actuation BPA.

2.4 Parametric Study
BPA is a new type of actuation that there is no reference for the investigation about
such kind of actuation or deformation. Thus, we do not know how its forcedisplacement profile is shaped and what kind of actuator is applicable, and this
makes difficult to utilize BPA. Therefore, it is necessary to study on the BPA. To
investigate the characteristic of BPA, there are several difficulties. BPA is a threedimensional shell deformation by local point loading that is nonlinear threedimensional large deformation. It is hard to develop an analytical model. Instead of
analytical modeling, we progressed on a parametric study by using a finite element
method (FEM) simulation. The FEM simulation supports three-dimensional
deformation of shell structure and it is easy of changing parameters of structure
such as material properties and geometry. In this chapter, we conducted a
parametric study by FEM simulation to verify the effect of geometric parameters
on BPA for monostable curved thin plate structure instead of the bistable structure.
To verify this, parametric study was conducted by commercial FEM simulation
tool, ABAQUS. The reason of selecting monostable structure is that the necessary
condition of BPA is the developable surface, which is not influenced by bistability,
so that we can verify the characteristic of BPA itself without the effect of bistability.
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After verifying the characteristic of BPA in this chapter, we compare the result
from this parametric study to the experiment result from practical application in
chapter 4, and we can find the effect of bistability on BPA.
2.4.1 Control Parameters
We assumed that the actuation force profile of BPA would be changed depending
on the geometry of a developable surface structure such as curvature, size, and
aspect ratio (AR). The size and AR is based on the original planar geometry of
structure that size is side length and AR is the ratio of the length to width. Table 2.1
shows control parameters of size and aspect ratio.

Table 2.1 Control parameters.
Curvature

Size

(mm-1)

(mm)

1

0.005

50

1

2

0.01

100

1.5

3

0.015

150

2

4

0.02

Level

Aspect ratio

2.5

2.4.2 Simulation Conditions
The ABAQUS model is a curved thin plate structure as shown in Figure 2.3. The
material of structure was set as beryllium copper, which is the same material in
chapter 4. The mesh density was chosen as about 46x46 (about 2100 elements,
element size of 2 mm) inconsideration of convergence properties and computation
time. Two washers were set as rigid body assuming perfect bonding on the surface
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of the curved thin plate structure for actuation point. The interaction condition was
set as a perfect bonding condition that the element of washer and that of curved
thin plate structure was directly connected. For the boundary condition, few
elements at the center between two washers were selected and they were fixed to
remove rigid body rotation and translation (see Figure 2.3 right-bottom corner that
is an enlarged part of the white dashed box). Two corners moved toward the center
and they moved only along the y-axis. The material properties of curved thin plate
structure in simulation were average value in Table 4.3.

Figure 2.3 Initial configuation of monostable curved thin plate structure in
ABAQUS simulation. The right-bottom corner is the enlarged part of the white
dashed box.

2.4.3 Results
The simulation result of one sample of BPA is shown in Figure 2.4. When the
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tension is sufficiently large that the corner of the curved thin plate structure bends,
the bending deformation propagates along the side edges. This bending
deformation generates curvature on y-direction along the x-direction on curved
surface so that the previous nonzero principal curvature Kx decreases to zero and
the zero principal curvature Ky increases. When the bending deformation of side
edge reaches at the end of side edge, the snap-through occurs and the shape of
curved thin plate structure changes from initial curved shape to the other curved
shape that has different axis of curvature with that of initial shape.
The relation between actuation displacement ‘y’ of one washer and flattening
propagation distance along the line of principal curvature κxx varying side length
and curvature of square monostable curved thin plate structure is shown in Figure
2.5. For small curvature, flattening propagation spreads out directly for small
actuation displacement. As the curvature increases, the propagation is proportional
to the actuation displacement linearly.
The actuation force profile varying side length and curvature of square
monostable curved thin plate structure is shown in Figure 2.6. The force increases
sharply at first according to the increase of actuation displacement and reaches at
first critical force. After then, the force drops gradually until it reaches at second
critical force and it suddenly drops by snap-through. The tendencies of the amount
of critical force and actuation distance when snap-through occurs are shown in
Figure 2.7. According to Figure 2.7(a), two critical forces are proportional to
curvature κxx, and the gap between the first and second critical forces increases as
the curvature increases. In addition, when the side length increase but the curvature
is fixed, the first critical force decreases while the second critical force increases.
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As can be seen in Figure 2.7(b), the actuation distance for the first critical force is
very little change along the curvature or side length change, whereas that for the
second critical force increases.
The actuation force profile varying AS and curvature of square monostable
curved thin plate structure with side length 100 mm, and tendencies of the amount
of critical force and actuation distance when snap-through occurs are shown in
Figure 2.8. For variation of AS, the first critical force is almost same in all AS
whereas the second critical force increases exponentially.
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Figure 2.4 Sequential snap shots of simulation result. The sample size is 100 x 100
mm and the initial curvature is 0.015 mm-1.
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Figure 2.5 The relation between actuation displacement ‘y’ of one washer and
flattening propagation distance along the line of principal curvature κxx varying
side length and curvature of square monostable curved thin plate structure. (a) 50
mm side length, (b) 100 mm side length, (c) 150 mm side length.
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Figure 2.6 The actuation force profile varying side length and curvature of square
monostable curved thin plate structure. (a) 50 mm side length, (b) 100 mm side
length, (c) 150 mm side length.
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Figure 2.7 The tendencies of (a) the amount of critical force and (b) actuation
distance when snap-through occurs.

Figure 2.8 The actuation force profile of (a) curvature 0.01 mm-1 and (b) 0.015 mm1

varying AS and curvature of square monostable curved thin plate structure with

side length 100 mm, and tendencies of (c) the amount of critical force and (d)
actuation distance when snap-through occurs.
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2.5 Summary
From the result of parametric study by FEM simulation, we can find the effects of
geometry of monostable curved thin plate structure on BPA. Generally, the
actuation force profile of BPA is a nonlinear curved shape and it has two critical
peak forces. For the square monostable curved thin plate structure, the actuation
distance and critical forces are proportional to the curvature. Especially, when the
side length increases under same curvature condition, the gap between two critical
forces increases. The effect of AS is that the first critical force is not influenced by
changing AS, but the second critical force and the actuation distance for snapthrough increase as the AS increases.
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Chapter 3. Biologically-Inspired Flytrap Robot
This chapter presents a flytrap-inspired robot utilizing BPA mechanism that
exploits the structural characteristic of developable surface [19]. We exploit two
distinct structural characteristics of the bistable leaves of flytrap robot. Firstly, the
bistability acts as an implicit actuator enabling rapid morphing motion. Secondly,
the developable surface has a kinematic constraint that constrains the curvature of
the artificial leaf. Due to this constraint, the curved artificial leaf can be unbent by
bending the straight edge orthogonal to the curve. The bending propagates from
one edge to the entire surface and eventually generates an overall shape change.
Using SMA actuator, the robot actuates artificial leaves made from asymmetrically
laminated carbon fiber reinforced prepregs. The curvature change of the artificial
leaf is 18 m-1 within 100 ms when closing. Experiments show that these actuation
mechanisms facilitate the generation of a rapid and large morphing motion of the
flytrap robot by one-way actuation of the SMA actuators at a local position.

3.1 Introduction
As mentioned in Section 1.2, the Venus flytrap is a good example of soft morphing
structure using bistability. In order to mimic the shape and locomotion of flytrap
leaf, preliminary prototypes of a flytrap robot were developed in previous
researches: they show rapid morphing speed and large morphing deformation [17,
18]. The bistability, which is the source of the structurally integrated actuation, was
attained by using an asymmetrically laminated carbon fiber reinforced prepreg
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(CFRP) structure that acts as the artificial leaves of the flytrap robot. To mimic the
shape of the flytrap leaf, the artificial leaf should have two different radii of
curvature in two stable states: in particular, it has a large curvature in the closed
state and small curvature in the open state. For opening, the previous triggering
actuation of the shape with the large curvature required a bulky actuation part [18]
and induced a local buckling problem [50]. The novel triggering actuation, BPA,
overcomes these limitations.
The BPA is activated by a simple one-way input of the actuator, which
induces snap-through actuation of the artificial leaf. It generates local bending
deformation at one straight edge of the curved bistable CFRP structure and
propagates the deformation until the snap through action occurs. The shape of the
artificial leaf is successfully changed from a semicircle to flat by using the BPA.
The structurally integrated actuation using the bistable CFRP structure generates
the rapid closing motion of the flytrap robot; the closing time of 100 ms is the same
as that of the flytrap.

3.2 Brief Summary of Asymmetrically Laminated CFRP
Structure and its Bistability.
The bistability of the asymmetric CFRP laminate is based on the directional
characteristics of CFRP ply (see Figure 3.1). A single CFRP ply consists of
unidirectional carbon fibers and epoxy resin. The tensile modulus of the CFRP ply
is about ten times higher in the carbon fiber’s axial direction than in the fiber’s
lateral direction because the modulus in the lateral direction depends only on
adhesion of the resin matrix between fibers. Thermal expansion of the CFRP also
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has directional features. The coefficient of thermal expansion (CTE) in the lateral
direction is about one hundred times that in the fiber’s axial direction.
Owing to the directionality of the CFRP ply, the CFRP laminate can form a
bistable structure through asymmetrical stacking of the plies. The asymmetric
layering causes a difference in mechanical properties between the layers. The
tensile modulus of one layer is larger than that of the other layer, while the CTE of
one layer is smaller than that of the other layer in a certain direction. The difference
from the asymmetric layering induces a residual thermal stress (RTS) on the
laminate after the manufacturing process. The RTS develops a pre-strained field,
which forms two stable shapes in the laminate at room temperature; as a result,
bistability is created. Owing to the snap-through action by the bistability, changes
from one stable shape to the other are very fast. The two stable shapes are
cylindrical; the axes of curvature are orthogonal to each other if the plies are
stacked perpendicularly. Figure 3.2 describes the detailed process of how this
cross-ply CFRP laminate creates bistability.
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Figure 3.1 Directional thermomechanical characteristics of the cross-ply CFRP
laminate. CTE refers to the coefficient of thermal expansion [19].
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Figure 3.2 (a) Cross-ply CFRP laminate at room temperature before curing. (b) The
laminate is pressed and expanded under high temperature and pressure during
curing. (c) After curing, owing to the mismatched thermomechanical characteristics
of the upper and lower layers, the expanded epoxy resin asymmetrically shrinks as
it is cooled to room temperature. (d) Owing to the boundary condition, the final
configuration of the cross-ply CFRP laminate is curved after curing is finished at
room temperature. The enlarged part of the dashed circle area in (d) shows the
stress distribution of the boundary. Z is the thickness-through height for which the
reference is the mid-plane of the laminate. σ is the normal stress of the CFRP layer.
A positive stress means compression, and a negative one means tension. Note that
the illustration is exaggerated to facilitate understanding [19].
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Interestingly, the cross-ply CFRP laminate has two common features with
the flytrap leaf: an orthogonal curvature shape and the snap-through action, both of
which originate from the bistability. Based on these common features, we can
employ the cross-ply CFRP laminate as an artificial leaf of the flytrap robot that
can be shut rapidly by using the snap-through action.

3.3 Design
In this section, the design concept of the new flytrap robot and detailed design
issues are discussed. The artificial leaf of the flytrap robot is a cross-ply bistable
CFRP structure, and the triggering actuator is an SMA spring actuator. The shape
of the artificial leaf mimics that of the flytrap leaf, which has different radii of
curvature in two stable states. The curvature of the bistable CFRP in one stable
state can be adjusted using the curved tool-plate as a mold. To close and open the
artificial leaf, actuation has to generate a curvature change. The curvature change
of the bistable CFRP structure exploits the characteristic of a developable surface
in that only one nonzero curvature axis exists at any point on the surface. Owing to
the different curvatures of the artificial leaf in the two stable states, the flytrap
robot uses two different types of actuation to change the curvature: a common
unbending actuation to close the leaf with the small curvature and a BPA to open
the leaf with the large curvature.
3.3.1 Curvature Tailoring of the Bistable CFRP Leaf
The leaf of the flytrap has different curvatures at different stable shapes. When the
leaf is open, its shape is almost flat; when the leaf is closed, the shape is domelike.
This asymmetric shape of the flytrap leaf is the desired shape of the artificial leaf
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of the flytrap robot. Normally, the curvatures of the two stable states of a squareshaped CFRP laminate are identical when it is cured on a flat surface. Therefore, a
method for adjusting the curvature of the bistable CFRP laminate is needed.
According to previous studies [48, 52], the curvature can be adjusted by
varying the geometric parameters of the CFRP laminate, such as the thickness ratio
and stacking order except side length. The side length of the CFRP laminate
determines not the curvature but the existence of bistability: over a critical side
length of the CFRP laminate, the CFRP laminate has bistability and its curvature
quickly converges to a constant value. However, such adjustment methods are not
suitable for inducing the major change in curvature from flat to semicircle. The
CFRP layer thickness and the region where bistability exists limit the adjustable
thickness ratio, and the change of curvature is small. Adjusting stacking order
method requires more than three CFRP layers, and this increases the total thickness
of the laminate, which produces smaller curvature than two-layered bistable CFRP
laminate. For adjusting the curvature of bistable composite structures, a
constitutive model to analyze the effect of using a curved tool-plate as a curing
mold with the laminate is developed by Ryu and Kim et al [53]. According to this
research, the final normal curvature tensor of unsymmetric laminates is the
summation of the normal curvature tensor of the laminates and the tool-plate tensor.
The details are not included in this thesis. Based on numerical analysis with the
model, the curvature variation of the laminate depending on the curvature of the
tool-plate can be plotted, as shown in Figure 3.3. The graph shows that the toolplate curvature affects one stable curvature of the laminate but not the other. Based
on the results, we used a tool-plate with an -8.33 m-1 curvature to produce the
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desired configurations: an almost flat shape and a large curved shape. We did not
choose the -10 m-1 tool-plate because the laminate cured on a tool-plate with a large
negative curvature has a very flat shape as one stable shape, so the bistability is
very weak.

Figure 3.3 Distribution of the curvature of CFRP laminates with different initial
curvatures during manufacturing [19, 53]. The upper red line changes along the
curvature of the jig plate (middle black line), whereas the lower blue line remains
unchanged. The solid line shows the numerical result, and the hollow circles and
squares show the experimental result. The variation in the experimental result is
due to environmental effects, such as moisture absorption and relaxation of the
resin over time.
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3.3.2 Triggering Actuation
The structurally integrated actuation of the bistable CFRP structure is divided into
two parts: triggering actuation and snap-through actuation. The triggering actuation
unbends the curved structure until the snap-through actuation occurs. Thus, the
design of the triggering actuation, especially the unbending actuation, is the key
issue for actuation of the flytrap robot. The features and limitations of the previous
common unbending actuation are already explained in section 1.4.2.
3.3.3 Design Concept of Flytrap Robot
The flytrap robot comprises three components, as shown in Figure 3.4: two bistable
CFRP leaves, two SMA coil springs at each leaf and a supporter that holds the leaf.
The center part of the straight edge of the artificial leaf with a large curvature is
mounted on top of the supporter, which acts like the midrib of the flytrap, and two
mounted leaves are opposite each other. Typically, the SMA wire and MFC
actuator of the previous common unbending actuation generate a small deformation.
Instead of using these actuators, we chose the SMA coil spring actuator for its
advantages: a large stroke and high power density, which is the ratio of the
generating force to the weight of the actuator [54-57]. For the different radii of
curvature of the artificial leaf, we used different types of actuation with the
curvature. When the leaf has a small curvature in the open state, common
unbending actuation is appropriate for the closing motion. When the leaf has a
large curvature in the closed state, BPA is appropriate for the opening motion.
Based on the actuation direction of each actuation type, two SMA spring actuators
are located on the surface of the leaf near the supporter, but one is on the upper side
and the other is on the lower side. This actuator arrangement concentrates actuators
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at one end of the surface of the artificial leaf. This allows for most of the surface of
the artificial leaf to be clear of the actuator and additional matter, thus enabling a
simple structure of the robot. Both ends of the SMA spring actuator are connected
to bolts that are mounted at the corners of the leaf. The supporter was fabricated by
a rapid prototyping process. A fine enamel-coated wire is used as an electrical
power line to activate the SMA spring actuator. When the SMA spring is activated
by electric heating, the actuator pulls the corners, and the bending moment is
applied. Then, the snap-through action is induced, and shape transition of the
structure is achieved.

Figure 3.4 Conceptual design of the flytrap robot. (a) and (b) show the robot closed.
(c) and (d) show the robot open. To distinguish the upper and lower surfaces on the
CFRP leaf, the upper and lower sides are colored red and green, respectively.
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3.4 Manufacturing
3.4.1 Different Initial Curvature CFRP Laminate
In order to make the artificial leaf with asymmetric curvature, a cross-ply laminate
is placed on a curved tool-plate mold made by bending a heat-treated steel plate to
form the desired curvature. Table 3.1 lists the material properties of CU0503 type
CFRP (Hankuk Carbon Co., Ltd.), which was used in this study. For the stacking
order of the cross-ply laminate, the first ply is aligned with its fiber direction along
the curvature axis of the tool-plate, and the second ply is aligned with its fiber
direction perpendicular to the curvature axis of the tool-plate. The laminate is
trimmed to a square with side lengths of 150 mm before the curing. The cross-ply
laminate is covered on both sides with 25 μm thick Kapton film to prevent electric
conduction on the CFRP surface by actuation of the SMA actuator. The laminate
covered with Kapton film is sandwiched between two release films to prevent the
laminate from sticking to the mold after curing. The laminate is placed on the mold,
and a thick PTFE sheet film is laid on top of the laminate to produce a smooth
outer surface. The laminate package is covered with a breather. Finally, a bagging
film is wrapped around all of the materials, including the mold, and the package is
sealed with a sealant tape to maintain a vacuum inside the bag. Figure 3.5 shows
the material stack-up arrangement. In this study, the curing temperature was
increased from room temperature of 25 °C to 170 °C for a curing time of two hours.
The curing pressure was kept at one atm by an external vacuum pump during the
curing cycle.
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Table 3.1 CFRP material propertiesa.
Quantity

Unit

Axial Tensile Modulus, E1

GPa

160

Transversal Tensile Modulus, E2

GPa

12

Shear Modulus, G12

GPa

8
0.3

Poisson’s Ratio, ν12
Density

g/cm3

1.8

Thickness

mm

0.092

Axial CTEb, α1

°C-1

0.19 × 10-6

Transversal CTEb, α2

°C-1

32.0 × 10-6

Temperature change, ∆Tc

°C

-145

a

These data are from Hankuk Carbon Co., Ltd.

b

CTE is the coefficient of thermal expansion.

c

Temperature change, ∆T, is the difference between room temperature and the

curing temperature.
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Figure 3.5 Stack-up arrangements of the materials in the curing package and an
illustration of curing processing. The x-axis is in the inward direction into the paper.

3.4.2. SMA Coil Spring
This study referred to several investigations that presented the basic manufacturing
method of an SMA coil spring actuator [54, 57]. Before the heat-annealing process,
to induce shape memory, the SMA wire is wound to a steel rod by an electric hand
drill device and fixed by clamping with bolts and nuts. The wound SMA wire is
then placed in a furnace and annealed at 300 °C for an hour. After the heating
process, the wound SMA wire is cooled naturally, and a coil spring shape is
maintained. Table 3.2 provides the geometric information of the sample SMA
spring. Based on the sample spring, the initial length of the SMA spring actuator
used in the robot is adjusted from the stroke of the sample. The manufactured SMA
coil spring has different actuation characteristics from the original SMA wire.
Although the SMA coil spring can generate approximately 3.5 N, which is onethird of the force generated from the SMA wire, the spring has approximately 500%
of the actuation stroke of the wire. The sample SMA spring had 20 coils, and its
stiffness was approximately 0.15 N/mm.
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Table 3.2 Sample SMA spring propertiesa.
Quantity

Unit

Wire diameter

mm

0.254

Spring mean diameter

mm

1.254

Spring index

4.937

Austenite starting temperature

°C

Coil number

20

Initial length

mm

5

Actuation stroke

mm

25

a

3.5
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SMA wire is from Dynalloy Inc.

Experiments and Results

This section shows various experiments and results to investigate characteristics of
flytrap robot. The first subsection about snap-through action by BPA includes a
load profile of bistable CFRP leaf by BPA and the result is compared with
numerical simulation result by ABAQUS and snapshot figures of shape transition.
This shows that BPA generates propagation of bending moment and snap-through
action to the bistable CFRP leaf successfully. The second subsection deals with the
actuation of SMA spring actuator and its operating condition for appropriate
actuation of flytrap robot. The third and fourth subsections show the rapid
locomotion and capturing performance of flytrap robot.
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3.5.1 Snap-through Action by BPA
The tensile experiment shown in Figure 3.6 was designed to obtain a load profile of
the snap-through action by BPA. Near one straight edge of the CFRP laminate,
acrylic triangle washers were bolted to the corners, giving a total moment arm
length of 8 mm. At the center of the edge, a rectangular washer is mounted to set a
same constraint applied by the leaf mount in the robot. A wire was connected from
one bolt to the other, passed through a slit attached to the post, and connected to a
load cell with a linear motor. The linear motor applied force to the wire, creating a
bending moment at the corner points. Propagation of the bending moment induced
snap-through at which point linear actuation ceased. The load cell measured force
applied by the linear motor, displacement of the two corners was calculated from
linear motor displacement sensor data.

Figure 3.6 Experimental setup of BPA test at (a) frontal view and (b) side view. (c)
Expanded view of the connection between the CFRP and wire through the slit.
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Figure 3.7 (a) Experimental and simulation results of load profile of the CFRP
laminate induced by BPA. Displacement refers to the pulling distance of the wire
connected to both corners of the laminate. The Roman numerals in the load profile
in (a) correspond to that of each snapshot in (b). (b) Snapshots of the CFRP
laminate with a large curvature by BPA. (c) ABAQUS simulation of BPA.
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Tests were performed for two transitions: from the small curved shape to the
large curved shape, which is equivalent to closing; and from the large curved shape
to the small curved shape, which is equivalent to opening. Each case was tested
three times for consistency. The small curved shape required a smaller
displacement and force than did the large curved shape for snap-through to occur.
The experimental results were compared with numerical simulation results from
ABAQUS.
The ABAQUS models consisted of the bistable composite and the three
washers, illustrated in Figure 3.6(c). The 4-node doubly curved thin shell element
(S4) and the linear quadrilateral element (R3D4) was used to generate the mesh,
respectively, in the bistable composite and the washer parts. The mesh density of
the bistable composite part was chosen as 30x30(900 elements, element size of 5
mm) in consideration of convergence properties and computation time. The washer
was represented by chosen as 28 elements with element size of 4 to 5 mm,
assuming perfect bonding between the surface of the bistable composite and the
washer part. The interaction condition was set as a perfect bonding condition that
the element of washer and that of composite is directly connected.
Finite-element analysis of the snap-though is divided into two main
processes: curing process and loading process. For both processes, the bistable
composite is fixed at the center washer to remove rigid body rotation and
translation, while the corners of the bistable composite move freely during the
curing process, but are constrained to move along the tensile direction of the wire
during the loading process. The bistable composite is an anisotropic plate body; i.e.,
materials for which the constitutive behavior is direction-dependent and a plane
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stress state. For the bistable composite, the material property is based on Table 3.1.
The ABAQUS simulation result is in Figure 3.7(c), and it shows good
agreement with the experimental result. The stress of the bistable CFRP structure
due to the bending moment increases from both corner at first, and the stress wave
propagates to the opposite direction gradually. Based on the snap-shots of
experiment and simulation results, each point of the load profile with italic
numbers in Figure 3.7(a) is explained in detail:

(i) As the actuator pulls the tensile wire, the CFRP laminate edge flattens
until the wire is almost straight. As the wire becomes straighter and tighter,
the tensile force increases.
(ii) When the tensile force reaches the maximum load, the laminate edge
bends in the other direction, and the force decreases and the laminate
starts to deform.
(iii) The configuration of the laminate changes from a cylindrical shape to a
saddle shape.
(iv) The bending load decreases until half of the laminate surface has switched
curvature sign.
(v) After the bending deformation passes through the midpoint, the bending
load maintains a constant value.
(vi) When the original curvature of the laminate disappears, snap-through
actuation occurs.
(vii) After snap-through, the entire configuration of the laminate remains in the
other stable shape.
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3.5.2 Actuation Test of SMA Coil Spring
To actuate the artificial leaf of the flytrap robot, the force generated by the SMA
spring has to exceed the snap-through force of the laminate. Based on the load
profile of the laminate and the stiffness of the sample SMA spring, the desired
spring stiffness and stroke were calculated by simple linear fitting of two peaks of
the load profile of the laminate (see Figure 3.8). The first peak is when the laminate
starts to deform and the second peak is when the snap-through occurs. The initial
force of the desired SMA spring was set with a 10% safety margin from the
maximum load of the laminate. The number of spring coils was determined by
using the spring stiffness equation under the serially connected condition based on
the sample SMA spring’s stiffness because the SMA spring in the austenite phase
has a linear actuation like that of conventional mechanical springs. For the closing
motion by the common unbending actuation, the same SMA spring actuator as that
in the opening motion because the force for closing the leaf is smaller than that for
opening the leaf.
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Figure 3.8 Actuation result of the SMA spring for BPA. The actuation result is over
plotted on the load profile of the CFRP laminate by BPA. The displacement is the
amount of reduced displacement between the two actuating points.

To determine the appropriate actuation conditions of the SMA coil spring,
the SMA spring actuation test was conducted using an electric current control.
Before the test, the spring was treated four times with electric current heat training
to saturate its load characteristic [31]. In the training setup, both ends of the spring
were held by clamps of a tensile machine. The spring was stretched by the tensile
machine at room temperature. The electric current from a power supply went into
the spring to change the martensitic phase to the austenitic phase. The current was
held until the measured maximum force did not decrease over a period of 5 s in a
single training cycle. The current was maintained constant, and the tensile machine
slowly released the stretched SMA spring until the measured load reached zero. As
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determined during the heat training process, the appropriate test conditions of the
sample SMA spring should be a maximum linear stroke of 1.25 mm/coil with an
electric current of 0.6 A. When the applied current exceeded 0.6 A, the phase
characteristics of the SMA spring changed owing to re-annealing by electrical
overheating. In addition, although the current condition was satisfied, more than
1.25 mm tensile displacement in a spring coil caused thermomechanical yielding of
the spring in the austenite phase.
3.5.3 Analysis of Rapid Locomotion of the Flytrap Robot
The snap-through sequences of the flytrap robot were recorded at 1,000 fps with a
high-speed camera, as shown in Figure 3.9 and Figure 3.10. The actuation for the
closing motion used 12.4 J over 4.5 s, and the actuation for the opening motion
used 48 J over 10 s. The frequency of actuation between opening and closing
depends on the sum of actuating time and cooling time of SMA spring. Usually in
the flytrap robot, the SMA spring actuator is cooled down over 7.5 s. Thus, the
operating frequency of the flytrap robot from closing to opening is about 0.046 Hz.
Although the frequency of actuation is very low, most of the time was spent on
triggering and cooling the actuation; the snap-through actuation took less than 0.1 s.
The Venus flytrap also takes a long time to trigger its leaves but snaps very quickly.
Furthermore, we verify the natural frequency of the artificial leaf that has been
measured to be 5.31 Hz at the closed state and 4.57 Hz at the open state. These
measured frequencies close to frequencies calculated by numerical simulation that
7.77 Hz at the closed state and 2.43 Hz at the open state.
When we recorded the trapping motion of the robot, it was difficult to
synchronize the closing times of both CFRP leaves simultaneously (see Figure 3.9).
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The asymmetric actuation arose from fine errors of the SMA spring actuator during
manual fabrication and embedding or from locally different stiffness of the CFRP
laminate. Nevertheless, overall snapping occurred in about 0.4 s (the time included
vibrations of the leaves), and it was difficult to discern the unsynchronized
actuation of the robot with the naked eye.

Figure 3.9 High-speed sequences of the closing motion. The recording rate was
1,500 fps. The red line on the edge of the right CFRP leaf is the tracking line.

Figure 3.10 High-speed sequences of the opening motion. The recording rate was
1,000 fps. The red line on the edge of the left CFRP leaf is the tracking line.
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To verify the deformation during opening by BPA, we used the motion
analysis program ProAnalyst that traces coordinate data of nine points at the curve
of the laminate in the side view (see Figure 3.11(a)). Note that the intervals
between the points were approximated by the naked eye, and we tried to keep the
interval as consistent as possible.

Figure 3.11 (a) Position of nine tracking points. (b) Schematic diagram of partial
curvature calculation using three neighboring points.

As an indicator of the deformation, we chose the partial curvature of the
curve through three serial points among the nine tracking points. The exact
curvature of a general plane curve is presented in equation (3.1). However, in this
case, the 3-point curve has a small slope (dy/dx) so that the contribution of the
slope (dy/dx) in the equation (3.1) is negligible. Thus, the equation (3.1) can be
reduced to equation (3.2), and the 3-point curve can be regarded as an arc of a
circle. With this condition, we can calculate the curvature of the 3-point curve by
using equation (3.3). To calculate the curvature using the equation (3.3), the width
and the height of the curve were required. The width was a chord length between
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the first and the third points, and the height was the distance between the second
point and the chord (see Figure 3.11(b)). The equation for the curvature of the 3point curve is given below:

κ=
κ=

(3.1)

⁄

1+
, ℎ

≪1

(3.2)

8
(3.3)
+4
where W is the width, H is the height, and κ is curvature of the 3-point curve.
κ=

Changes in seven partial curvatures are plotted in Figure 3.12 and Figure 3.13.
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Figure 3.12 Partial curvature changes at each point on the edge of the CFRP leaf
during opening.
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Figure 3.13 Partial curvature changes at each point on the edge of the CFRP leaf
during closing.
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According to the trend of partial curvature changes in Figure 3.12 and Figure
3.13, the deformations during opening and closing were different depending on the
actuation method. As shown in Figure 3.12, BPA during opening changed the
curved edge of the artificial leaf into a straight line. The snap-through action was
initiated at point 8 and propagated to point 2 in sequence. The curvature of point 8
was initially almost zero because the unbending deformation rate at point 8 near
the actuator was higher than the rate at the other points (see Figure 3.13(a) and (b));
thus, points 7–9 formed a curve with negative curvature. The deformation by BPA
propagated from the actuation point to the free end of the artificial leaf very well.
The figure 17 shows the rapid curvature changes during closing of the CFRP leaf.
In this case, the snap-through actuation induced the curvature change that started at
point 2 the free end of the leaf and propagated to the point 8 the actuation point.
Therefore, the artificial leaves could wrap rapidly and the flytrap robot could catch
an object without missing.
3.5.4 Capturing Performance and CFRP Pressing Test
The actual flytrap can trap insects perfectly inside its leaves because it has a
fanwise fiber orientation that allows the leaf to form an enclosed space when the
leaf closes. Unlike the real flytrap, the bistable CFRP structure of the flytrap robot
has a cylindrical shape since the fibers of CFRP are aligned unidirectionally. Since
the CFRP is not produced with fanwise fiber orientation, the flytrap robot requires
an additional part to cover the open section of the artificial leaf. When the artificial
leaf closes, the side edge of the leaf becomes straight to curve. We utilize this shape
transition to design the covering part, and improve the flytrap robot’s leaf to
provide an enclosed space as shown in Figure 3.14. Pins are embedded at regular
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intervals on a surface near the straight edge of the artificial leaf, and thin acrylic
sectors are attached on the pins. All centers of the sectors are upward when the leaf
is open, while the centers meet the center of the curved edge when the leaf is
closed. Therefore, acrylic sectors can build a large sector that covers the side open
section of the leaf. By doing so, the flytrap robot can enclose the cavity, and it can
capture objects like a baseball and a paper lizard.

Figure 3.14 Side covering part of the flytrap robot’s leaf. When the leaf closes,
each acrylic sector gets together and builds a large sector that covers side open
section of the flytrap robot’s leaf. By the side covering part, the flytrap robot can
trap an object like a baseball and catch a paper lizard.
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As shown in Figure 3.14(d) and (f), the flytrap robot can grip objects with
various sizes. This gripping mechanism is simple and intuitive. An object larger
than the cavity of the flytrap robot pushes out the CFRP leaf and the deformation of
the CFRP leaf induces recovery force. This force works to grip the object, and it
can be approximated by as the gripping force. Therefore, the gripping force is
determined passively by the object size. However, measuring the gripping force is
difficult because it depends on the contact angle. In addition, applying force in a
different direction by altering the deformation of the structure is difficult. For
simplicity, we defined the gripping force as a normal force where the direction is
normal to the line between two endpoints of the curve, as shown in Figure 3.15(b).
The assumption is that the laminate changes its shape with constant curvature,
which means that the deformed shape remains cylindrical. Although this concept is
a rough approach to find the relation between the gripping force and the shape
deformation, the measured force can be a reference for the gripping performance.
In order to verify the relation, we set up the pressing test shown in Figure 3.15(c).
The tip block connected to the tensile machine pressed the center of the CFRP
laminate with the tensile machine oriented vertically. As the laminate was pressed,
its height reduced and its width increased. The mirror was used as a ground plate to
minimize the friction.
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Figure 3.15 Schematic of concept of the flytrap robot gripping an object. (b)
Illustration of deformation of CFRP leaf with applied force. (c) Schematic of the
pressing CFRP laminate: A indicates the distance between two tip points of the
CFRP laminate, and B indicates the height of the CFRP laminate.

Figure 3.16 (a) Load profile of pressing the CFRP leaf. (b) The upper figure shows

small deformation, and the lower figure shows large deformation.
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The force–displacement graph is shown in Figure 3.16(a): the upper line
indicates the load to deform the initially large curved shape, and the lower line
indicates the load to deform the initially small curved shape. The gripping force
can be defined as the load required deforming the large curved laminate, which is
the robot leaf in the closed state. Therefore, the profile of the upper line indicates
the gripping force. When the large curved bistable CFRP was pressed, the
curvature reduced gradually (see Figure 3.16(b) above). After a moment, the shape
did not remain circular, and the middle part of the laminate became nearly flat.
However, both edges remained as a curved shape (see Figure 3.16(b) below).
Owing to this nonlinear trajectory of the shape deformation, the load profile was
nonlinear.
As shown in Figure 3.16(a), the available weight of gripping was less than
50 g. As noted earlier, the gripping force is equal to the recovery force against the
deformation of the laminate. The force is related to the bending stiffness of the
laminate. The thickness of CFRP laminate was very thin, so its bending stiffness
was very low. Thus, the current gripping force was insufficient to grip a heavy
object. One way to increase the gripping force is by changing the properties of the
CFRP laminate such as width, thickness, and modulus. By assuming that the CFRP
laminate keep a cylindrical shape during deformation, we can treat this problem as
a one-dimensional composite beam bending against pure moment. From onedimensional composite beam bending theory, the relationship between the
geometry and force/moment is given below:
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Figure 3.17 Schematic of bistable CFRP laminate showing geometry.
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where E is modulus, A is area of the cross section of composite layer,

(3.8)
̅
is the

height of neutral axis, t is thickness, b is width, I is moment inertia, M is bending

moment, σ is normal stress on the cross section, κ is curvature induced by the
bending moment, F is applied force, and L is chord of the curve (see Figure 3.17).
According to the equation (3.8), the bending moment is proportional to the width
and the cube of the thickness. Therefore, increasing the thickness is an effective
way to increase the gripping force.
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3.6

Summary

The flytrap robot shows its structurally integrated actuation to generate a desired
motion of soft body effectively and efficiently. The flytrap robot consists of
bistable CFRP structures acting as the artificial leaf and SMA spring actuators. The
structurally integrated actuation is based on a novel hardware design that uses the
structural characteristics of the bistable CFRP structure: bistability and the
characteristic of a developable surface. The bistability works as an implicit actuator,
providing rapid closing motion, while not protruding from the device. This reduces
the number of actuators and improves energy efficiency. Using bistability, the
flytrap robot closes its leaf within 100 ms, which is the same as the Venus flytrap’s
snapping time. The characteristic of a developable surface works as a kinematic
constraint that reduces the number of DOF, providing a novel path for actuation.
Using the developable surface characteristic and SMA coil spring actuators, BPA
can create the desired large unbending motion of the artificial leaf even though the
applied force direction of the SMA spring actuators is very different to that of the
desired motion. The shape of the artificial leaf changes from semicircular in the
closed state to flat in the open state and vice versa; the frequency of trapping is
0.046 Hz and curvature change is 18 m−1. The results of the flytrap robot
demonstrate that utilizing bistability could be worthwhile in some designs for softbodied robots that create motion with large deformation. Bistability enables soft
robots to have a simple structural design, two stable configurations in a single
structure, and allows the creation of a rapid and large morphing motion by a simple
actuation, regardless of the infinite DOF of the structure. This is applicable to
morphing aircraft wings, where the wing shape would adjust depending on changes
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in the flight condition for efficient flight. In addition, it might be applied to a
gripper on small-scale robots or biomedical devices enabling rapid and stable
grasping of objects without continuous energy input. In the current state of the
flytrap robot, the bistable CFRP structure has a low gripping force. In addition, its
shape depends on the thermomechanical properties; thus, its geometrical size and
shape are limited, although we used novel manufacturing to change the curvature.
Future work will involve parametric studies of the bistable structure to solve these
problems. We plan to develop various kinds of bistable structures consisting of
different materials, including CFRP, and different geometries, and we will test their
structural characteristics. We expect that the results of the parametric studies might
provide a solution to these problems and be a reference for practical applications.
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Chapter 4. Bistable morphing display
4.1 Introduction
The display technology has been developed that the thickness of display film
becomes thinner and thinner. As a result, the flexibility of display film increases
continuously. Therefore, the trend of display electronics such as mobile phone,
tablet, and even television, is heading toward from curved display devices to
rollable display devices (see Figure 4.1).

Figure 4.1 Trend of flexible display.① (a) Development of display with respect to
the thickness. (b) Features of display in each generations.

①

SID Information DISPLAY, vol. 31, no. 1, 2015.
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As the display film becomes extremely thin that it can bend freely, this flexibility
allows deformable display devices. Based on the flexible display technology, the
mobile electronics industry has interested in potential of soft morphing as a new
function for next generation of mobile electronics applications. Since the first
examples were presented by Nokia (Nokia 888 in 2007 and Nokia Morph in 2008),
the concept of morphing mobile phone has been continuously presented as can be
seen in Figure 4.2.

Figure 4.2 Concepts of morphing mobile phone. (a) Nokia 888. (b) Nokia morph.
(c) Fluid flexible concept from Philips. (d) Muscular mobile phone designed by
Youngkwang Cho and posted at YANKO DESIGN②.

②

http://www.yankodesign.com/2012/11/14/muscular-mobile-phone/
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For the morphing display electronics, the meaningful configuration of
morphing display and an actuating method to deform the structure would be
important design considerations. In an aspect of shape, most common
configurations in many concepts of morphing display applications are flat and
curved shape. The flat shape is required for manipulating including touching and
writing, and the curved shape is considered for increasing portability, readability or
additional notification method besides ringing and vibration. Focusing on these two
shapes, the concept of bistable electronic display using bistable metal spring was
introduced in 2006 by Dr. K. Seffen in Cambridge University③ that is related in
[41, 58]. Recently Samsung④ and Apple⑤ filed patents about bistable display
structure using bistable metal spring. The research group in KAUST developed
flexible electronic systems on the reversibly bistable material and shown the
possibility of bistable material for free-form electronics [59].
However, these previous examples of bistable display structure are remained
as a conceptual idea or just using conventional bistable springs without actuation
system. To realize the bistable morphing display application, design method for the
bistable structure with desired shape and actuation method for shape transition
should be developed. In this study, we study on these two considerations and
develop a prototype of bistable morphing display. For the two stable configurations
that one is flat and the other is curved, curvature tailoring of bistable metal
structure is developed. To generate morphing motion or shape transition, the
characteristic of BPA by various geometries such as curvature, size, and aspect

③
④
⑤

BBC, Roll-up screens ‘moving closer’, 2006. (http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/technology/5366534.stm)
US20150089974 A1
US20130044215 A1 & US 20130083496 A1
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ratio is investigated via parametric study. Based on these results, the bistable
morphing display platform actuated by BPA with SMA spring actuator is developed,
and its performance is that the morphing range is 12.5 m-1 within 5 seconds.

4.2 Metal Bistable Structure
According to the study of metallic bistable structure by E. Kebadze et al [41], a
homogenous, isotropic shell has bistability when it obtains asymmetric residual
stress by bending a thin plate orthogonally beyond its yield stress. To produce the
metallic bistable structure, two-roll bending process is introduced in this study
because it is appropriate for thin metal sheet with small sizes and easy to adjust
bending curvature. In this section, the principles of metallic bistable structure and
roll bending on elastic foundation for two-roll bending are described.
4.2.1 Principle of Bistable Structure by Bending
In our study, we start the forming process of metal sheet from a flat state. The
metal forming process is assumed that the sheet is very thin and it follows plane
stress deformation and elastic-perfect plastic model. The initial state of metal sheet
is flat and the coordinate and distributions of plane stresses
indicated in Figure 4.3.
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and

are

Figure 4.3 Coordinate and distributions of plane stress at initial state of metal sheet.

At first, the forming process starts bending a metal sheet from flat to curved
shape. In this step, bending moment one edges M1x is applied to the metal sheet
that the curvature of the sheet becomes k1x as can be seen in Figure 4.4.

Figure 4.4 Illustration of first forming process and plane stress distributions.

This induces plane stresses

and
=−

=−

.
(4.1)

1−

(4.2)

1−

Above equations (4.1) and (4.2) are valid for thin shells where the product of
thickness by curvature is small (<<1).
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If the stress

is larger than the yield stress

and/or

deformation occurs for | | >

, the plastic

, where the critical depth zcr can be determined by

the von Mises yield criterion for principal plane stress:
−

=

+

=

(1 −

)

(1 − +

(4.3)
)

(4.4)

The stress below the zcr follows elastic deformation along the thickness z while the
stress beyond zcr is assumed uniform and it is determined by
=
=

=−

=−

1−

1−

(4.5)
(4.6)

In the second step, the applied edge bending moment M1x is released and the
residual curvature of shell k2x is decreased from k1x by spring-back effect.
Therefore, the stress distribution is changed as Figure 4.5.

Figure 4.5 Illustration of second forming process and plane stress distributions.
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For 0 < z < zcr,
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in this configuration have zero resultant moment (

The residual stresses

0), and the residual curvature k2x can be determined.
2
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+

−
=

2−

(

+

( +

1
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)
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=0
)
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(4.11)

(4.12)

The third step is flattening the curved shell from the second step by applied edge
moments M3x. The stress distribution for 0 < z < zcr is:
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=

+

=

+

=0

1−

(4.13)

=0

1−

(4.14)

For the thickness over than zcr, the flattening process should be validated whether it
generates plastic deformation or not. To verify the existence of plasticity, we
assume the stress for zcr < z < t/2 that:
( )=

( )=

( )+

( )+

=

1−

=

1−

( −

1−

( −

1−

)

)

(4.15)
(4.16)

Again, applying von Mises criterion with equation (4.15) and (4.16), the new
=2

critical depth is determined as

. Thus, if

< , the flattening process

generates plastic deformation. Therefore, the stress distribution can be divided into
two cases that one is for the case of only elastic deformation and the other is for the
case including plastic deformation.
l
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−
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(4.17)
(4.18)

(4.19)
(4.20)

Figure 4.6 Illustration of third forming process and plane stress distributions.

The forth step is bending with curvature k4y. Because the evaluation of stress
distribution is divided as two cases, the stress in this step is also evaluated whether
it includes plastic deformation or not. If the applied curvature k4y is larger than k1x,
then the stress is determined by only k4y and the stress distribution is similar to the
first step. In this case, the stress is:

l

|K4y| > |k1x|
=
=

=

=

=

(4.21)

1−

1−

(1 −

(4.22)
)

(1 − +
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)

(4.23)

If k4y is smaller than k1x, the stress distribution is:

l

|K4y| < |k1x|
=

+

=

+

=
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=

1−

(4.24)

1−

(4.25)
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The stress above zcr can be expressed as:
( )=

( )=
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(4.26)

1−

(4.27)
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Substituting equation (4.26) and (4.27) into the equation (4.3), we can calculate the
and the stress of plastic deformation.

new critical depth
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(1 − 4 + )
(1 − 4 +
+
+
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(4.28)
(4.29)
(4.30)

Figure 4.7 Illustration of fourth forming process and plane stress distributions.

The last step is unbending likewise the second step, and the second residual
curvature k5y is calculated.
l

|K4y |> |k1x|

l

|K4y| < |k1x|
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(4.32)

By doing so, we can predict curvatures of two stable states of bistable
structure. An example of stress distribution and residual moment after step 2 and
step 5 by MATLAB is shown in Figure 4.9, and calculated resultant curvatures are
listed in Table 4.1.

Figure 4.8 Illustration of fifth forming process and plane stress distributions.
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Figure 4.9 Stress distribution by MATLAB. (a) Stress distribution and (b) residual
moment with curvauture k2x after step 2. (c) Stress distribution and (d) residual
moment with curvature k5y after step 5.

Table 4.1 Resultant curvatures for k1x = 0.125 mm-1 and k4y = -0.1 mm-1.
Curvature

Unit

Analytical

Numerical

Experiment

Error (%)

K2x

mm-1

0.0509

0.0533

0.0515

1.2%

K5y

mm-1

-0.0401

-0.0392

-0.0396

1.3%
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4.2.2 Background of Roll Bending on Elastic Foundation
Two roll bending device consists of a rigid metal roller and a flexible roller with
coating of the elastomer on the rigid spindle as shown in Figure 4.10. In this figure,
H is the thickness of the urethane coating, FL is the concentrated force per unit
width as a line force,

,

are radii of rigid roller and urethane-coated roller

respectively. The rigid roller can move down to the center of urethane-coated roller.
When two rollers contact, the sheet metal proceeds forward due to the friction
between the sheet and elastomer coated roller. Then the distributed reaction force
against the deformation of elastomer continuously bends the metal sheet.

Figure 4.10 Schematic diagram of two-roll bending.
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The bending of metal sheet on elastic foundation includes elastic and plastic
deformation, and its mechanical analysis can be verified by solving two ordinary
differential equations for deflection of metal sheet. However, one differential
equation for elastic deformation is linear, which can be solved analytically, while
the other differential equation for plastic deformation is nonlinear, which could not
be solved analytically. Thus, both differential equations should be solved
simultaneously together by numerically.
According to the previous researches about roll bending on elastic
foundation [60-63], the radius of curvature or curvature is almost linearly
proportional to the vertical stroke of roller (see Figure 4.11). Therefore, in this
study, we try to find the relation between indentation depth and curvature
experimentally.

Figure 4.11 Reference graph about the relation between vertical stroke of roller and
the resulting curvature from [63].
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4.3 Manufacturing
4.3.1 Two-roll Bending Device
A two-roll bending device is designed as shown in Figure 4.12. The urethanecoated roller connected with a motor is mounted on a manual lab jack that can
move vertically. The rigid metal roller is mounted on the fixed frame and it can roll
freely. When the stage of lab jack is lifted, the urethane-coated roller contacts to the
rigid roller. Then the rigid roller is rotating with the urethane-coated roller together
but opposite direction, while the rigid roller presses on the urethane-coated roller.
The indentation depth of rigid roller is obtained by measuring the stage height of
lab jack by laser displacement sensor. Geometries of rollers are listed in Table 4.2.

Figure 4.12 Overall view of the two-roll bending device.
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Table 4.2 Geometries of rollers of two-roll bending device.
Rigid roller diameter, r1

Rigid core diameter, r2

Urethane thickness, H

[mm]

[mm]

[mm]

7.5

15

10

The material of metal sheet is beryllium-copper (BeCu) alloy, and its
material properties obtained by tensile test are listed in Table 4.3. The test
specimens of BeCu are prepared according to ASTM E8/E8M tension testing of
metallic materials. The difference of material properties in Table 4.3 results from
the grain direction of metal sheet. In industry, a thin metal sheet is fabricated by
rolling process and the rolling material is stretched during the process. As a result,
the metal sheet has anisotropic material properties, but the difference is small. In
simulation, we use average values of material properties for simplicity.

Table 4.3 Material properties of BeCu
E (tensile)

σY

[GPa]

[MPa]

Horizontal

128.5

605

0.3

Vertical

116.4

624

0.3

Average

122.45

614.5

0.3

Grain direction
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ν

Figure 4.13 Tensile test of BeCu with (a) horizontal direction of grain and (b)
vertical direction of grain.

The Young’s modulus of urethane is nonlinear so that it should be verified.
The urethane in this study is from MISUMI co., and its known information is that
the shore hardness is A50. The Young’s modulus of urethane, EU, can be calculated
by Gent’s relation [64]:
=

0.0981(56 + 7.62336 )
0.137505 (254 − 2.54 )

(4.33)

where EU is the Young’s modulus in MPa and S is the ASTM D2240 type A
hardness. For Shore A50 polyurethane, the Young’s modulus is 2.456 MPa.
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Fitting relation with experimental data provides slightly better results [65]:
S = 100erf 3.186 × 10

/

(4.34)

The Young’s modulus from fitting relation is 2.241 MPa.
To compare the calculated Young’s modulus with the practical value, tensile
test of polyurethane sheet is conducted by a tensile machine with video
extensometer. The result of the tensile test in stress-strain curve is in Figure 4.14. In
this study, the maximum strain of polyurethane is under 0.4, and the Young’s
modulus in this range is about 2.2 MPa, which is similar with the modulus from
Gent’s relation. In this study, we use the Young’s modulus of polyurethane of 2.2
MPa.

Figure 4.14 Stress-strain curve of Shore A50 polyurethane. In the right photograp,
‘a’ indicates gauge length of specimen.
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4.3.2 Result of Roll Bending
The curvature variation depending on the vertical stroke of roller is shown in
Figure 4.15. Dots indicate measured data and the red line indicates linear fitting
line. As we explained in section 4.2.2, the resultant curvature is proportional to the
vertical stroke. Figure 4.16 shows the relation between the applied curvature and
resultant curvature for same roll diameter according to the analysis of section 4.2.1.
Based on these two relations, we can estimate the resultant curvature of metal sheet,
and as a result, the final curvatures of bistable structures can be determined. The
curved metal sheets produced by two-roll bending are shown in Figure 4.17 and the
bistable metal structure is shown in Figure 4.18.
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Figure 4.15 Curvature of metal sheet for vertical stroke of urethane-coated roller.

Figure 4.16 Curvature of metal sheet for applied curvature by Simulation.
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Figure 4.17 Curved metal sheets with different curvatures produced by two-roll
bending device.

Figure 4.18 Bistable metal structure.
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4.4 Parametric Study
We assumed that the actuation force profile of bistable structure would be similar
to that of monostable curved thin plate structure, and it would be changed
depending on the geometry. To verify this, parametric study was conducted by
experiment. Then, the experiment result was compared with the simulation result
by ABAQUS. Control parameters of this study are same with section 2.4.1. The
actuation force profile is obtained by same procedure of tensile test in section 3.5.
The schematic diagram of BPA tensile test setup and photographs of it are shown in
Figure 4.19 and Figure 4.20.

Figure 4.19 Schematic diagram of BPA tensile test setup.
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Figure 4.20 Photographs of BPA tensile test setup. (a) side view. (b) front view. (c)
focused view.

4.4.1 Simulation Condition
The ABAQUS simulation process starts from the metal forming process in
section 4.2.1 as shown in Figure 4.21, and BPA process follows. The boundary
conditions of the metal forming process simulation are that the center of simulation
model is fixed and rolling axes for the first bending and second bending are fixed
by turns. At first, a flat metal sheet (Figure 4.21(a)) is rolled by edge moment
bending at both side edges (Figure 4.21(b)), and is flattened (Figure 4.21(c)). Then,
the second bending moment is applied into other two edges (Figure 4.21(d)) and is
released (Figure 4.21(e)). By doing this, the residual stress is generated in the
bistable metal structure. After finishing the metal forming process, previous
boundary conditions are removed, and the loading condition of BPA is same in
section 2.4.2. The material properties of bistable metal structure in simulation are
average value in Table 4.3.
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Figure 4.21 Metal forming process of bistable metal structure in ABAQUS
simulation.

4.4.2 Result
The effect of size on the actuation force profile can be verified comparing the
results shown in Figure 4.22, Figure 4.23, and Figure 4.24. In this parametric study,
it is impossible to obtain all cases of bistable structure in experiment for 50 mm
square study, 150 mm square study, and AS with the curvature of 0.01 mm-1 study.
Thus, results from these studies shows realized experiment result and related
simulation result. The overall tendency of actuation force profile of bistable metal
structure is similar to the actuation force profile of monostable curved thin plate.
For the specific size, two critical forces and the pulling distance to induce snapthrough increases as the curvature increases. However, after the bend propagates,
the snap-through occurs earlier in the bistable case than the monostable case. When
the curved shell changes to be nearly flat, the shape is unstable in the bistable case
while the monostable structure holds its current configuration. Therefore, the result
shows shorter actuation distance for snap-through.
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The effect of AS on BPA is shown in Figure 4.25 and Figure 4.26. The
results show that the amount of first critical force is almost same in all AS while
the force and displacement to induce snap-through increases as AS increases. In
Figure 4.26, for the experiment data of AS 2.5, there is no snap-through. This is
because the bending deformation does not reach the opposite side of curved shell.
Thus, within a limited width, the curvature or AS which is possible to snap-through
is limited.
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Figure 4.22 Force-displacement of 50x50 mm square bistable structure by BPA.
Sim, Exp, K mean simulation, experiment, and curvature, respectively.
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Figure 4.23 Force-displacement of 100x100 mm square bistable structure by BPA.
Sim, Exp, K mean simulation, experiment, and curvature, respectively.
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Figure 4.24 Force-displacement of 150x150 mm square bistable structure by BPA.
Sim, Exp, K mean simulation, experiment, and curvature, respectively.
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Figure 4.25 Force-displacement of bistable structure of curvature of 0.01 mm-1 with
different aspect ratios by BPA. Sim, Exp, K mean simulation, experiment, and
curvature, respectively.
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Figure 4.26 Force-displacement of bistable structure of curvature of 0.015 mm-1
with different aspect ratios by BPA. Sim, Exp, K mean simulation, experiment, and
curvature, respectively. Note that the case of Exp-AS2.5 does not occur snapthrough.
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4.5 Heat Transfer Model for SMA Actuation
SMA spring actuator is actuated when the temperature of SMA reaches phase
transition starting temperature by Joule heating. For fast actuation, rapid heat
transfer by applying high current into the SMA is required. However, overheating
results in the local heat annealing of SMA actuator and degradation of performance
of SMA actuator. To evaluate appropriate input current within a short time for fast
SMA actuation, a simple heat transfer model is developed. Dominant factors of
heat transfer in SMA actuator are conduction and convection as shown in Figure
4.27. In the heat transfer model in this study, the steady state condition is assumed.

Figure 4.27 Heat transfer diagram of SMA wire. The rate of energy storage of SMA
wire, ̇, is difference between the power generation by Joule heating, ̇
g , and the

rate of energy loss by natural convection, ̇. L is length, r0 is radius, Ts is surface
temperature of SMA wire, T∞ is ambient temperature.
The rate of energy storage, ̇, is
̇=

=

(4.35)

where m is mass, cp is specific heat capacity, T is temperature, t is time, ρ is density
and V is volume of SMA.
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The power generation by Joule heating, ̇
g , is
̇
g =

(4.36)

where I is applied electric current to SMA and R is resistance of SMA.
The rate of energy loss by the natural convection, ̇, is
̇=ℎ

(

Δ =ℎ

)

−

(4.37)

where h is convection heat transfer coefficient, As is surface area of SMA, and ∆T
is difference of surface temperature of SMA (Ts) to the ambient temperature (T∞).
, is
The latent heat on the internal energy of the SMA, ̇
̇=

̇

∆

(4.38)

where ∆H and ξ̇is the latent heat of phase transformation and phase
transformation rate of SMA.

The energy balance equation is represented as below:

=

̇ = ̇− ̇ − ̇
(

−ℎ

(4.39)

)−

−

∆

̇

(4.40)

Integrating the left side of energy balance equation for time t from 0 to input time
tin gives equation (4.41).
=

−ℎ

(

−

)

−

̇

∆

(4.41)

(tin)=1 at t=tin, then the
(0)=0, and assume that T(tin)=Ts and ̇
At t=0, T(0)=T∞, ̇
energy balance equation can be represented as equation (4.42).
(

−

)=

−ℎ

(

−

)

−

∆

(4.42)

The electric current is calculated by summarizing the equation (4.42) for the
electric current I.
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=

+ℎ

(

−

)+

∆

(4.43)

For natural convection, the coefficient of convection heat transfer of isothermal
horizontal cylinder can be calculated by the equation related to Nusselt number:
ℎ=

∙

(4.44)

where h is natural convection heat transfer coefficient, D is diameter of cylinder,
and k is the coefficient of thermal conductivity.
The Nusselt number is calculated as,
Nu = 0.6 +

0.387Ra ⁄
[1 + (0.559⁄Pr) ⁄ ]

⁄

(4.45)

where Ra is the Rayleigh number and Pr is the Prandtl number, and this equation
can be applied for Ra ≤ 1012.
The Rayleigh number is the product of the Prandtl number and Grashof number.
Gr =

gΔ

Pr =

(4.46)
(4.47)

Ra = Gr × Pr

(4.48)

where ρf is fluid density, μ is fluid dynamic viscosity, g is gravity, ∆T is
temperature difference, β is fluid thermal expansion coefficient that is inversion of
half of ∆T, cpf is specific heat capacity of fluid and kf is thermal coefficient of fluid.
For the environment condition of SMA actuation, the fluid is air. Assuming the
fluid is standard dry air, the density of dry air can be calculated by absolute
pressure, P, and specific gas constant, Rspecific, and absolute temperature Tabs:
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=

(4.49)

The conditions of dry air are assumed that P is 1 atm, Rspecific is 287.058 J/(kg·K)
and Tabs is 293.15 K
The fluid dynamic viscosity can be computed using Sutherland’s formula [66]:
μ=

0.555 +
0.555 +

.

(4.50)

where μ0 is reference viscosity in centipoise at reference temperature T0, T is input
temperature in degrees Rankine respectively, and C is Sutherland’s constant.
According to [66], the Sutherland’s constant of standard air is 120 at T0 is
524.07 °R and μ0 is 0.01827 cP.
In order to calculate the cooling time of SMA actuator, we use lumped capacitance
method (LCM). For heat transfer, the Biot number provides a measure of the
temperature drop in the solid relative to the temperature difference between the
surface and the fluid.
Bi =

ℎ

(4.51)

where h is convection heat transfer coefficient, k is thermal conductivity, and Lc is
characteristic length as the ratio of the solid’s volume to surface area, Lc ≡ V/As.
For the long cylinder, the characteristic length is a half of radius of cylinder,
= . If the length of SMA wire L is long enough (L/r0 ≥ 10), the cylinder can be

considered as an infinite cylinder. If Bi ≪ 1, the resistance to conduction within

the sloid is much less than the resistance to convection across the fluid boundary
layer. It means that the heat conduction inside the body is much faster than the heat
convection away from its surface, and temperature gradients are negligible inside
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of it. If Bi is less than 0.1, it indicates that less than 5% error will be presented
when assuming the LCM of transient heat transfer.
According to the LCM, the cooling time required to reach the target temperature T
from Ti at surface of SMA can be calculated by equation (4.42):
=

ℎ

ln

−
−

(4.52)

The material properties of SMA are listed in Table 4.4. Based on equation (4.52),
the input current is calculated as 5.35 A for 1 sec and 3.49 for 2.5 sec.

Table 4.4 Material properties of SMA
Quantity

Unit

Density, ρ

g/cm3

6.45

Diameter, D

mm

0.508

Thermal conductivity, k

W/cm·K

0.18

Specific heat capacity, cp

J/kg·K

837.2

Latent heat of phase transformation

J/g

24.195

Electric resistivity
phase, ρe

μΩ·cm

80

Austenite starting temperature, TA

K

363.15

Ambient temperature, T∞

K

293.15

at

martensite
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4.6 Performance of a prototype of bistable morphing display
The bistable display structure consists of actual OLED display attached bistable
metal structure and three SMA spring actuators that one SMA spring is attached at
bottom on front panel and other two SMA springs are attached at bottom and
middle on rear panel respectively. In order to make the design of bistable morphing
display platform similar to the conventional mobile phone as possible, we set a
specific size of bistable morphing display structure as shown in Figure 4.28. The
bistable display structure is fixed on the support and the support is mounted on the
ground. The geometries of the prototype are that width is 90 mm, depth is 60 mm,
height including support’ height is 175 mm, and the curvature of bistable display
structure is 0.0125 mm-1. The prototype of bistable morphing display is shown in
Figure 4.29.

Figure 4.28 Specification of bistable morphing structure. Cross mark indicates the
attachment point of SMA actuator.
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Figure 4.29 Prototype of bistable morphing display. (a) Overall view, (b) side view,
and (c) fornt view.
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The actuation of SMA spring actuator is controlled by digital signal
switching of MOSFET from NI LabVIEW myRIO. The setting values of actuation
time and input current is determined by section 4.5. For unfolding actuation, two
SMA actuators are actuated sequentially that SMA spring (1) actuator is actuated
firstly then after a setting time interval, SMA spring (2) actuator is actuated. After
cooling time is passed, the input current is applied into the SMA spring (3) actuator
for unfolding the bistable display structure . The SMA actuator control panel and
its block diagram in LabVIEW are shown in Figure 4.30.

Figure 4.30 SMA actuator control panel and block diagram in LabVIEW.
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Figure 4.31 shows the demonstration of the prototype of bistable morphing display.
When the SMA spring (3) activates, the bistable structure folds by common
unbending actuation. At the first time of folding actuation, the residual heat makes
the SMA spring hold the curve of bottom edge of bistable display structure. Due to
the curvature of bottom edge, the folding is limited. After cooling time, the SMA
spring is fully cooled down that there is no residual shrinking force. Then the
folding actuation is finished. For unfolding actuation, the SMA spring (1) is
activated firstly to initiate bend propagation. When the bend propagating reaches at
a middle point of side edge, the SMA spring (2) is activated and the bistable
display structure is fully unfolded. Although the overall actuation time of prototype
takes nearly one minute due to the cooling of SMA actuator, the practical actuation
time is less than 5 seconds for folding and unfolding actuation.

Figure 4.31 Sequential snaps of demonstration of the prototype of bistable
morphing display.
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4.7 Summary
In this chapter, we analyze the residual stress and resultant curvature of bistable
structure by metal bending process with two-roll bending device, and investigate
the actuation force profile of BPA by parametric study with curvature, size and AR.
The analytical procedure of bending process provides rough estimated value but it
is well matched with numerical and experiment result. To obtain the precise value
of stress distribution and resultant curvature, 2D plane stress analysis should be
progressed with numerical simulation. The result of investigation about actuation
force profile of BPA is obtained by experiment and by finite element method in
simulation. Although the results from experiment and simulation are partially well
matched and partially unmatched, the tendency of actuation force profile could be
verified. To match the simulation result to experiment result, plastic deformation
and bistability should be introduced in ABAQUS simulation. The demonstration of
bistable morphing display was successfully conducted by using BPA and current
control of SMA spring actuators. The bistable morphing display deforms from flat
to curved shape and vice versa within 3 seconds in each shape transition, and the
morphing range is 0.0125 mm-1.
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Chapter 5. Conclusion
In this study, two soft morphing applications are presented: bioinspired flytrap
robot and bistable morphing display platform. To enhance the ROM of bistable
structure for soft morphing, the curvature tailoring technologies for composite and
metallic bistable structure are developed. For the bistable curvature with large
curvature, conventional actuation methods have limitations while the bend
propagating actuation (BPA) utilizing structural characteristic (developable surface)
overcomes the limitation. The 3D shell deformation of BPA is large deformation
and nonlinear, thus there is no analytical modeling. Thus, the investigation of BPA
is examined by FEM simulation and the results are compared with experiment
result. Although the overall actuation force profiles of simulation and experiment
are not fit very well, the effect of geometric parameters on BPA can be verified by
analyzing tendency of actuation force profiles. Based on these two fundamental
technologies, curvature tailoring and BPA, the flytrap robot can morph from open
state to close state that the morphing range is 18 m-1 within 100 ms and the bistable
morphing display platform can fold and unfold that its morphing range is 12.5 m-1
within 5 seconds. From this result, we can verify that the curvature tailoring allows
large morphing range of bistable structure and BPA induces successful shape
transition of bistable structure with large curvature.
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초록
쌍안정 구조의 가전면 특성을
이용한 굽힘 전파 구동

자연의 생명체들은 그들의 유연한 신체 구조를 이용하여 부드럽고
연속적으로 모양을 자유로이 변형할 수 있다. 이를 소프트 모핑이라 부
르며, 공학적으로 정의하면 기능적 요구 또는 동작 환경에 따라 부드럽
고 유연한 소재를 가지고서 가역적인 큰 변형을 생성하는 기능이다. 이
소프트 모핑은 기존의 단단한 소재 기반의 로봇들과는 달리 예측할 수
없는 환경에서 다양한 작업 대상에 대응할 수 있게 모양을 변형시킴으로
써 로봇의 적응력을 향상시킬 수 있는 가능성이 있다.
본 학위논문에서는 고속의 소프트 모핑 동작을 구현하는 파리지옥
잎의 에너지 효율적인 쌍안정 구조에 착안하여, 쌍안정 구조를 이용한
두 가지 소프트 모핑 어플리케이션으로 생체 모방 파리지옥 로봇과 쌍안
정 모핑 디스플레이 플랫폼을 개발하였다. 그리고 이들의 효과적인 형상
전이 구동을 위해 굽힘 전파 구동을 개발하였으며, 그것의 특성에 관한
연구를 수행하였다.
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소프트 모핑 성능에 직결되는 쌍안정 구조의 움직임 범위를 증대시
키기 위해서 복합재와 금속 소재의 쌍안정 구조의 곡률을 조절하는 기술
들을 개발하였다. 복합재 쌍안정 구조는 제조 공정에서 곡면 틀을 이용
하여 초기 곡률을 인가하는 방법으로 최종 곡률의 조절이 가능하며, 금
속 쌍안정 구조는 소성 굽힘 변형에서 롤 밴딩 곡률을 조절함으로써 최
종 곡률의 조절이 가능하다.
큰 곡률을 갖는 쌍안정 구조의 경우에는 기존의 구동 방법들을 이용
하면 하나의 안정한 상에서 다른 안정한 상으로의 형상 전이를 유도하는
데 한계를 갖는 반면, 가우시안 곡률 값이 항상 0을 갖는 가전면의 구
조적인 특성을 활용한 굽힘 전파 구동은 기존의 구동 방법으로 형상 전
이를 유도하지 못하는 큰 곡률의 구조에 대하여 성공적으로 형상 전이를
유도할 수 있다. 굽힘 전파 구동의 3차원 쉘 변형은 매우 큰 변형과 함
께 비선형성을 가지므로 이에 대한 해석 모델이 없다. 따라서 굽힘 전파
구동에 대한 연구는 쌍안정 구조의 기하변수들에 대한 매개변수 연구 방
법론을 적용하여 유한 요소 방법을 이용한 시뮬레이션 결과와 실험 결과
를 비교하여 분석하였다.
곡률 조절과 굽힘 전파 구동을 바탕으로, 파리지옥 로봇은 18 m-1
에 해당하는 모핑 범위의 닫힘 동작이 실제 파리지옥과 동일한 0.1초
만에 동작하며, 쌍안정 모핑 디스플레이 플랫폼은 12.5 m-1의 모핑 범
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위로 5초 이내에 접히고 펴는 동작을 구현하였다. 이 결과를 바탕으로
곡률 조절 방식은 쌍안정 구조의 큰 모핑 동작을 가능케 하며 굽힘 전파
구동은 큰 곡률을 갖는 쌍안정 구조를 형상 전이가 가능케 함을 확인하
였으며, 이 두 기술들은 소프트 모핑 구조 및 로봇의 기초 요소 기술로
활용이 가능할 것으로 기대한다.
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